Budgets and bureaucracy are common bonds for government landscape managers. Now, with some cities requiring certified contractors on jobs, and unions pushing for federal legislation, the red tape is closer to home. And government managers aren’t the only ones affected.

By Heide Aungst, managing editor

There was silence at the other end of the phone.

"Can you tell me something about the unions in Chicago?" I repeated to a Chicago landscape contractor.

"They can virtually wipe out your business," he answered hesitantly.

"That’s an extremely touchy subject for this area, and we’re at peace with them now."

Unions are a part of the green industry that’s rarely been subject to debate. The fact is that some landscape contractors are unionized, some aren’t, and some companies are both. But new legislation which passed the House in June (vote: 227-197) could force companies which have both union and open shops to become unionized or go out of business. Green industry associations such as the Associated Landscape Contractors of America (ALCA) and the American Association of Nurserymen (AAN) are fighting the legislation, known as the anti-double breasting bill.

The bill has brought the debate to the forefront. Construction unions have pushed for the legislation, which they say would prevent the formation of “dummy” companies to get around government contracts. The bill would force double-breasted shops (with both union and non-union workers) to become unionized. Wiping out non-union contractors would force higher bids in jobs and higher salaries, say those opposed.

AAN and ALCA say that forcing companies into unions will cost companies contracts that the non-union side of the business could have fulfilled. The bill’s passage also would make union membership compulsory for workers who might not want to become members.

“We run union operations in Michigan and Illinois and a non-union in the Southwest,” says Jerry Lankenau, Lankenau-Damgaard & Associates, and chairman of ALCA’s legislative committee. “If you talk in terms of
discipline, there's no comparison between the non-union crew in our trade and the union crew. The stronger the union, the less productivity.”

If the Senate passes the bill, it is expected that President Reagan will veto it, says Ben Bolusky, AAN director of governmental affairs.

Government unions
The legislation does not affect unionized landscape crews at government agencies. “There's a federal union here, but it's an option to join,” says Ed Chmielewski, transportation/grounds foreman for the Cleveland Veterans Administration Hospital. “There's really no advantage to joining it,” Chmielewski says he sees little difference on productivity levels of union or non-union workers.

Roadside developer Charles Gouveia says his landscapers at the Illinois Department of Transportation belong to unions. Most contracted highway jobs also go to unions, as is mandated by the use of federal funds. “We don't always get quality work,” Gouveia says. “Most of our people are teamsters who do a variety of things. Landscape maintenance is almost non-existent, so we design that way.”

But, Gouveia says, things are better than they used to be. “Our workers used to virtually change with party changes,” he says. “Now you get career people who will go through training and get licensed.”

State certification/licensing
“The unions have not done this industry a favor,” says Ken Gerlak of Contra Costa Landscaping in Martinez, Calif. The California union put a stop to an apprenticeship program the California Landscape Contractors Association (CLCA) tried to initiate several years ago.

Ironically, disbanding the apprenticeship program gave CLCA more time to get its certification program off the ground. Since the program began in 1983, 117 contractors have become “certified landscape technicians (CLT).”

California requires all landscape contractors to be licensed. But certification is more involved. “Licensing requires the landscape contractor to know California laws and business laws, and to have a certain amount of knowledge of the field,” Gerlak explains, “but it does not test people hands-on.”

To become a CLT, the applicant must have a minimum 4,000 hours of work in the field and must perform a series of tasks including installing an irrigation system, planting trees and shrubs, seeding, sodding, pouring concrete and running a tractor. Two cities in northern California now require public works jobs to be done by CLTs.

Greater Vahejo, a city with a population of about 150,000, passed a law this year requiring a landscape technician to be in charge during the installation of landscaping and irrigation. Fairfield is just starting similar regulations.

“I just think cities are tired of having unqualified people work on contracts,” Gerlak says.

Landscaping costs shouldn't be affected by the trend. “The union rate is about $20 an hour, while a CLT might make between $12-$14,” Gerlak says.

Martha Bradford, communications specialist at ALCA, says the issue of certification for contractors is divided among members. “Some people think certification is an added benefit that helps improve the image of landscape contractors,” she says. "Others feel it doesn't buy you that much. What we need to do is study the issue more.”

Lankenau is one ALCA member who's against certification. “If a young man or woman passes a driver's test, it doesn't stop him or her from speeding or driving drunk,” he says.

But states and associations are implementing more certification programs.

The Professional Grounds Management Society (PGMS) started a program in 1982, but, so far, only 18 people have qualified for certification. The program requires applicants to have a combination of eight years education and experience, with several years in a supervisory capacity. Although the PGMS program is open nationally to members or non-members, many state landscape associations are starting their own programs to stave off government involvement.

Arizona is such a state. The first qualified participants were certified in November through a program started by the University of Arizona and three state associations.

“With landscape professionals training individuals, you can be more positive about giving people to classes. There's no coercion,” says Paul Bessey, Ph.D., at the University of Arizona.

Participants go through six bi-monthly, day-long training sessions. Then they must pass a written exam and a hands-on test, which includes calibrating spreaders, repairing equipment, and identifying diseases.

Participants have included both government and private industry workers says Terry Mikel, extension agent. But both Bessey and Mikel say that, in the long run, the consumer benefits most from certification programs.
Still, neither likes the idea of state government regulating such programs. "I personally don't want anything to do with regulatory programs," Mikel says.

Playing politics
States have long regulated pesticide applicators. Few landscape managers disagree with the purpose behind such safety measures, even though it varies between states.

"Under California law, every worker is under the blanket of my license," says Mark Hodnick, landscape supervisor at Cal-Poly Pomona. "That way, they make sure I stay on top of things."

Cities are now cracking down on landscape managers by passing laws.

"Anytime you're dealing in a government situation, you're dealing with politics," says Mark Eynatten, assistant director of parks and recreation for Coral Springs, Fla. "Specific interest groups impact on what you're able to do. Sometimes you have to change your priorities on a minute-to-minute basis."

Coral Springs is a planned community, which means landscaping laws are strict. "We impose strict guidelines on developers," Eynatten says. "As a result, we have to comply with the same level of landscaping." For example, he says, the city law states that parking lots must have a complete landscaped island every 40 feet.

Federal legislation
EPA laws aside, the federal government rarely gets involved in laws written directly to the landscape industry. But 1987 has seen the introduction of labor legislation which ALCA and AAN says will hurt the green industry.

The minimum wage bill, the minimum health insurance bill, and the parental/medical leave bill would escalate the cost of running a company, possibly closing down some small businesses.

"Labor-related issues affect all parts of the industry," Bolusky says. "We're not crying wolf; these are real threats when totalled all up."

A fourth piece of legislation currently before Congress, like the anti-double breasting bill, affects the landscape industry more closely. Bolusky says the High Risk Notification Act steps on state and community right-to-know laws, the OSHA Hazard Communication Standards (which go into effect in 1988), and the Farm Worker's Protection Standards (which fall under the EPA and FIFRA). "No one can argue that we've got to protect our workers, but one arm of the government doesn't know what the other arm is doing," he says.

Can so many laws be good for an industry?

"I would much prefer that we police ourselves than have the government involved," says PGMS executive director Allan Shulder.

The battle between legislation and the landscape will take organized efforts among professional industry groups to fight off excessive regulations.

Bolusky offers simple advice: "Write your representative."
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**PROFESSIONAL! COMMERCIAL BROADCAST SPREADER**

The best got even better! It was tough, but we've found a way to improve the best broadcast spreader on the market: first, add our patent pending trim control device and, second, make the height adjustable for operator convenience. Best of all, both improvements are retrofittable to our classic CB-85.

Other features include: improved, high-impact, rust free hopper; epoxy coated metal parts; cushioned hand grips; spring loaded on/off lever; $304 stainless steel axle; heavy duty gears; ball bearing wheels with grease seals; stainless steel agitator; hopper screen; more.

Manufacturers of millions of quality lawn spreaders since 1946.
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The view out the window of the Washington Monument shows the White House and land managed by the National Park Service.

A CAPITAL IDEA

The National Park Service isn't limited to vast expanses of Yosemite and Yellowstone. In the nation's capital, the park service captures nature's highlights in limited spaces through design and management.

by Heide Aungst, managing editor

It was all perfect. The building of the Vietnam Memorial went like clockwork. The site was newly sodded. The turf was watered and primed for the dedication: November 11, 1984.

Only one thing went wrong: 400,000 people showed up. An overwhelming number, which no one had planned on.

Within less than eight hours, it was mud. No turf remained. Just mud.

"The big fallacy was that we sodded just two weeks before dedication," says Jim Patterson, research agronomist with the National Park Service (NPS).

Because of the projected wheelchair traffic, the NPS laid the sod with Enkamat on top of the existing soil mixed with sewage compost. "The soil was tightly compacted into the matrix of the Enkamat," says John Short, NPS soil scientist.

The memorial is now the number-one visited park in the country. Traffic to the monument can still be as high as 13,000 people a day. But walkways have been gradually expanded. After researching the problem, the park service renovated the soil to a 3/4 construction sand soil mix. The area was re-sodded with more wear-tolerant bluegrass.

Solving problems such as turf management around the monuments is a big part of the NPS employees' job.

A monumental job

Mel Oldie has worked for the park service for 30 years and has been chief of grounds and trees for the past
Landscape manager Mel Oldie oversees tree pruning in front of the Washington Monument.

seven. Oldie oversees 98 people to manage 104 acres of monument grounds and 46 acres on Capital Mall. In fact, 23 percent of the land within Washington D.C. is in park service jurisdiction.

To be more exact, the park service in the National Capitol Region oversees 62,000 acres of park land, 447 miles of roadways, 846 acres of roadsides and 717 miles of trails.

Oldie says the hardest part of his job is keeping the turf cut and picking up trash left by more than 26 million visitors each year.

That kind of traffic on the grounds causes severe compaction problems. To help alleviate the problem, the crew aerates four times a year, twice in the fall, twice in the spring, in two directions.

Constant traffic on the turf also makes the area ideal to test wear tolerance of turf varieties. A trained eye looking out of the Washington Monument will notice turf plots on the monument grounds for the National Bluegrass tests.

Although Oldie says his landscape management job isn’t out of the ordinary, the sheer quantity of products used is rare.

In 1986, the National Capital Region park service used 23 tons of dry fertilizer, most of it a 16-8-8 mix, and 10,125 gallons of liquid fertilizer. They used 200 cubic yards of topsoil, 600 cubic yards of mulch and 600 tons of lime. They used 3,000 square yards of sod and 27,700 pounds of turfseed. Most of the seed used, 9,000 pounds to be exact, is K-31 tall fescue, which Patterson says “has been our workforce for 20 years.” Other varieties used include Monopoly, A-34 and Merit Kentucky bluegrass; Palmer and Regal perennial ryegrass; and Falcon tall fescue.

The park service plants an average of 143,720 tulip bulbs; 22,228 daffodils; and 71,369 annuals. In 1986, they planted 235 trees and removed 42; they planted 2,449 shrubs, while removing 2,199 shrubs.

But Washington’s landscape is more involved than just the complex management of it. Much relies on the original design.

Modern plans
NPS designers and landscape architects review all documents before altering any part of the Washington landscape under park service jurisdiction.

“The first thing I do is file research,” says Mike Donnelly, regional planning coordinator. “I try to understand the evolution this part of the grounds has gone through over time.”

Donnelly has been involved in redesigning the Washington Monument grounds. “You have to ask what did the original designers have in mind? And, what’s going on out there now?” Donnelly says. “None of the original designers recognized the Washington Monument as part of the Mall.”

One re-design plan was approved in 1982; with that, two sidewalks were built to eliminate turf traffic. But by 1986, some of the plans had been disapproved, taking Donnelly back to square one.

Design management
While Donnelly is responsible for large-scale design plans, NPS landscape architects design specific areas and work closely with landscape managers. Areas around the national capital region are divided into natural, cultural and historic development zones.

“In natural areas, it’s established policy that only native and local plant material can be used,” says landscape architect Darwina Neal. Some historic parks can only use plant materials which were available at the time of construction; no improved varieties can be used.

Once an area is designed, Neal may turn to researchers for advice on varieties to use. The park service’s Center For Urban Ecology houses researchers in agronomy, soil, entomology and related fields.

Tackling the problems
One of the biggest problems in the National Capital Region, Short says, is the soil. He has giant core samples mounted on the walls of his laboratory, much of it looking more like a dump than a park soil. But the key to his job and that of other researchers at the center is to find solutions.

“With some sites we’ll use what exists, some we’ll modify and some
we'll replace," Short says. "For whatever the landscape architect deems necessary, we try to engineer a soil system site by site."

Engineering a soil system may mean adding lightweight aggregate such as Turface.

In 1986, the National Capital Region used 46 tons of Turface, and had used 178 tons the year before. But while the National Park Service continues to purchase large quantities of some products, one thing they've cut back on is pesticides.

In 1979, the National Capitol Region implemented an integrated pest management (IPM) program. "Nothing gets sprayed just in case, anymore," says Carol DiSalvo, IPM specialist/entomologist. "You have to prove (insect infestation) is at a level that's intolerable."

IPM is a system of monitoring and controlling pest populations whether it's insects, weeds or disease. To control beetle infestation in elms, DiSalvo has set 99 traps on trees throughout the capital region. The traps are sheets of paper coated with a substance containing pheromone bait. They are put on trees other than elm, to draw the disease-carrying Scolytus multistriatus beetle away from the elms.

Every elm has been numbered and has a history on file to monitor closely for Dutch Elm Disease. If the disease is found, the tree will be treated with a fungicide, or cut down if it might spread. The park service has found a nursery which will supply American elms and is confident that with the IPM program, they will be able to plant more elms.

Besides elms, the park service has started an ornamental cherry tree donation program called "Blossoms in Our Future." They estimate only 500 of the current 3,000 cherry trees are from the original planting. In 1987, 66 new cherries were donated.

"The biggest change I've seen is the increase in cherry trees," Oldie says. "The number of trees has almost doubled in the past 15 years."

The trees, along with design and management programs, keeps the nation's capital a beautiful place to live or visit.

"I travel to a lot of other cities," Paterson says, "but I still think Washington is the most beautiful city. And a lot of the credit belongs to Mel Oldie and the other people who work here."

LM

Entomologist Carol DiSalvo checks a beetle trap as part of the park service's I.P.M. program.
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TURF VAC sweeps both turf and pavement

The only sweepers with unique all-vacuum design that operate on both turf or pavement, wet or dry. Safe, powerful air picks up bottles, cans, as well as fine clippings to reduce thatch build-up.

- Sweeping widths from 4' to 30'.
- 6" x 10' hand intake hose available.
- Hard surface filtration.
- No fingers or brushes to wear out—picks up by air only.
- Ground dump & power lift dump.
- Tow type or self-propelled.
- PTO models available.

Write for brochures/distributor in your area.

TURF VAC CORPORATION
15701 Graham Street,
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
Telephone: (714) 898-9382


MODEL 70-LD Sweeps 54" wide. Self-propelled. 2 cu. yd. ground dump hopper.

MODEL 80 Sweeps 48" wide. 3 wheels for short turning radius.

TORNADO TRUCK LOADER Super vacuum powered by 30 hp engine. Scoop or pick-up hose.